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STAPLEHURST SCHOOL

NEWSLETTER
Dear Parents and Carers
As we reach the end of our second week this term,
we would like to share our reflections and update you
on our current position.

Since the start of term all staff have been actively
engaged in providing online learning, with Higher
Level Teaching Assistants, and classroom Teaching
Assistants supporting learning in school: this mirrors
our online provision.
Your positive emails and feedback suggest that you
are satisfied with our blended learning; where there
have been issues raised, the team have worked
swiftly to iron out these queries for you and your child.
The senior leadership team and staff believe we have
provided a good quality of remote learning, and we
review this weekly to make further improvements
where required. Your views are very important to us;
next week we will send out a survey to allow you
another opportunity to feedback, and we will be
holding a Parents’ Forum on Thursday 4th February
2021 at 10am.

We want to make sure we can reduce the risk of the spread
of COVID-19 and keep everyone safe, as well as supporting
the critical work of our NHS at this moment in time. We are
going to be sending out an additional survey to assess the
requirement for part-time provision: if the survey reports
sufficient demand, along with significantly minimising
numbers of children on site, we would possibly reconsider
this as an option.
If you are a critical worker and have not taken up our offer
of onsite provision, we believe it is now fair, and reasonable,
to assume that this will now not be required. However, if
your work circumstances change during this period please
put your request in writing to the Headteacher via
office@staplehurst.kent.sch.uk for consideration. We do ask
for 48 hours advance notice.
We’d like to thank you for your on-going support through
this period.

Best wishes
Miss Davenport and the Senior Leadership Team

Provision for vulnerable children and children of
critical workers: The government updated guidance
8th January2021 states:
‘Children with at least one parent or carer who is a
critical worker can go to school or college if
required, but parents and carers should keep their
children at home if they can.’

POP ART
This term Year 6 have been learning about Pop Art. This
week, after discovering more about American artist Andy
Warhol, a leading figure in the Pop Art movement, the
children had a go at designing their own
interpretations. More photos in next page…

To date we have been fortunate enough to offer
places to children who are entitled, and whose
parents have requested their children attend school
because it is essential to them fulfilling their critical
worker roles; at present we have 20% of our school
community on site ( Maidstone attendance average is:
20%). While we remain at this level we are able to
balance good quality remote learning and on site
provision; although we are now reaching capacity. In
light of this, and the updated government advice,
please reconsider whether there is anyone else who
could look after your child safely – maybe a partner
who is at home or another family member as part of a
childcare bubble.
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LAND ART
This week in year 1, we have enjoyed creating our own land art inspired by Andy Goldsworthy. We
created our own land art by using natural objects.

CHARANGA MUSIC

PIRATES
Land Ahoy! This week Year 2 have set sail on
their Pirates topic. We listened to the story
The Night Pirates and Miss O'Brien found a
pirate's coat with lots of pirate belongings in
the pockets. We wrote adjectives to describe
the belongings and used thesauruses to
make our vocabulary more exciting!

Year 1 have had fun listening to and learning about Blues
Music in our Charanga Music lesson. We had some lovely
comments in the blog:
Jenson: It was very loud but I had fun copying the animals with
dancing. I am going to be singing "I am in the groove" all day
now.
Ella: I loved the Blues music!
Mason: Me and my baby sister had fun dancing to the beat
Ethan: I liked some of the Blues music.
Pyper: I really enjoyed music lesson. I used my own
instruments to play to the music.

MORE POP ART
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WRITING IN EYFS

As part of their learning about electricity, Year 6 have
also been conducting hair-raising experiments to find
static electricity around the home.

This week Early Years started their Birds topic. Charlotte
did some wonderful writing about what she already knew
about birds.
She has tried really hard to write down the sounds she
can hear in the words she is writing.
Miss Reid has done a parent guide video to writing with
your child on the Early Years blog. Please take the time
to have a look as it is very useful.

STORY RETELLING
This week Year 3 children have continued to work extremely hard with all of their home learning.
They have been retelling the story of 'Escape from Pompeii'. They have focused on using time
conjunctions and writing in the past tense. The children in school have gone the extra mile and presented
their work beautifully, we have really enjoyed reading all of the fantastic stories over the week. Keep up
the great work!

YEARS 3/4 LITERACY
Year 3/4 key worker group have worked extremely hard in Literacy this week.
Mrs Askew and Mrs Keeshan are very proud of all their efforts.
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PRIDE CERTIFICATE WINNERS

EYKR

Thomas for fabulous engagement with all of the tasks and clear enjoyment of all that he does.

EYG

Ollie. He is working so hard with all the different activities. I am particularly pleased with his writing and
phonics. It is lovely to see all his wonderful learning on Purple Mash.

1A

Ella - for consistently uploading excellent work. Ella has gone above what was expected and written extra
number sentences on her maths to show her understanding.

1SS

Pyper. She has shown such positivity towards her home learning. She has engaged with the blogs really well
and has written cheery comments when she has handed in her 2Dos.

2S

Iris for outstanding home learning. She has produced some brilliant work in both English and Maths. Keep it
up.

2O

Ollie for his excellent determination and independence in his Literacy writing.

3S

Oscar. This week Oscar has worked extremely hard, he has completed all of his learning to a very high
standard and has even been continuing to practice his handwriting at home. Fantastic work this week Oscar,
keep it up!

3HS

William has made a phenomenal start to his homelearning. He's summarised the story of escape from
Pompeii beautifully, using time conjunctions and by remaining in the past tense. In addition, he's fully
engaged in all his maths, spelling, science, history and reading tasks! Well done William we are very proud of
you.

4LC

Eevie, applying herself and giving her home learning 100%. Well done

4NC

Tilly is really taking her time to think about her learning. She is always producing work to a high standard.

5W

Ellie has made a really positive start with her home learning. She is completing all her work to a high
standard and putting in so much effort especially with her maths. Well done Ellie!

5S

Izzy. Great engagement and effort in all areas of home learning, really proud of how well you are doing
independently without help from Mum! You have totally got this!! Keep it up.

6F

Esme. Just as she does in class, Esme has worked really hard on every task set for home learning. Not only
is her content good, but she also makes sure her presentation is also excellent. I was particularly impressed
with her Pop Art

6T

Mia, for outstanding engagement throughout last week, completing every task to a high level and tackling
challenges in all subjects. She's really putting full effort into her home learning and it's showing in the work that
she is submitting.

COMMUNITY NEWS
Staplehurst Parish Council are pleased to announce the re-opening of the Community Hub during this lockdown.
The hub will open every Tuesday between 11am-1pm.
They offer basic food parcels for anyone facing financial hardship.
Please do not suffer silently. These are difficult and strange times we find ourselves in.
If you need a little extra support they will be only too willing to help.
Please contact Mandy Riordan on 07966 273024 for further details or if you prefer you can contact Bonny Sullivan,
School Family Liaison Officer 01580 891765
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Is your child missing singing and/or going to choir?
Please see the attached flier for details of a FREE event by
Young Voices in support of Place2Be a children’s mental
health charity that provides counselling and mental health
support and training in UK schools.
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